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Abstra t
We propose a te hnique for automati ally learning layers of \ exible sprites" { probabilisti 2-dimensional
appearan e maps and masks of moving, o luding
obje ts. The model explains ea h input image as a
layered omposition of exible sprites. A variational
expe tation maximization algorithm is used to learn
a mixture of sprites from a video sequen e. For
ea h input image, probabilisti inferen e is used to
infer the sprite lass, translation, mask values and
pixel intensities (in luding obstru ted pixels) in ea h
layer. Exa t inferen e is intra table, but we show
how a variational inferen e te hnique an be used to
pro ess 320  240 images at 1 frame/se ond. The
only inputs to the learning algorithm are the video
sequen e, the number of layers and the number of
exible sprites. We give results on several tasks,
in luding summarizing a video sequen e with sprites,
point-and- li k video stabilization, and point-and- li k
obje t removal.
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Introdu tion

A simple and potentially very eÆ ient way to
model and automati ally analyze video sequen es is
through the use of a layered representation [1℄. A
3-dimensional s ene is de omposed into a set of 2dimensional obje ts in layers, hugely simplifying the
geometry [1{4℄.
In this paper, we fo us on learning the appearan es
of multiple obje ts in multiple layers, over the entire
video sequen e. In ontrast to other work on learning the appearan es of obje ts in videos ( .f., [5℄), our
algorithm is very general. The only input to our algorithm is the video sequen e, the number of sprites
and the number of layers. In fa t, our algorithm an
be applied to unordered olle tions of images.
Learning sprites from a video sequen e is a diÆult task, sin e the sprites have unknown shapes and
sizes and must be disambiguated from the ba kground,
other sprites, sensor noise, lighting noise, and signi ant amounts of deformation.
We introdu e \ exible sprites", whi h an deform
from frame to frame, and we derive a variational ex-

Figure 1: The generalized EM algorithm automati ally
de omposes a video sequen e into a \ exible sprite" and
a ba kground image. The mask indi ates whi h pixels
in the sprite appearan e map belong to the sprite. The
mask varian e allows the sprite to deform, e.g., in the leg
region. On e learned, the model an be used for many
tasks. Here, the sprite mask for ea h frame is inferred
and used to automati ally tra k the deformable obje t.
Even the barely visible shadow is tra ked properly.
pe tation maximization algorithm for learning exible
sprites from video sequen es. On e learned, the exible sprite model an be used, e.g., for video summarization, point-and- li k video stabilization, and
point-and- li k obje t removal. Fig. 1 shows frames
from a video sequen e, plus a exible sprite and ba kground model that were learned in an unsupervised
fashion.
2

Sprites in Motion

Before introdu ing our probabilisti representation
of \ exible sprites" and the orresponding unsuper-

x

vised learning algorithm, we des ribe our imaging
model for omposing instan es of exible sprites. We
refer to a parti ular instan e of a exible sprite as a
\rigid sprite".
A rigid sprite is des ribed by a raster-s an ve tor
of greys ale pixel intensities s and a raster-s an ve tor
of mask values m. (The extension to olor sprites is
straight-forward.) When the sprites are learned from
a video sequen e, the size of the obje t is not known.
To a ount for arbitrary obje t size, the images orresponding to these ve tors are the same size as the
input image. A mask value of 1 indi ates the pixel belongs to the sprite, whereas a mask value of 0 indi ates
the pixel does not belong to the sprite.
The ve tor of observed pixel intensities x is explained by ombining a ve tor of ba kground pixel
intensities b (whi h may ontain other sprites, as
des ribed in the next se tion) with the instantiated
sprite:
  b + noise:
x =ms+m
(1)

Ts



=

Tm

+

b



Figure 2: An image is formed by omposing a translated

sprite appearan e map with a ba kground appearan e
map, using a translated mask and its inverse, as given by
(4). These maps were learned in an unsupervised fashion
from a sequen e a frames like x, as des ribed in S n. 5.

rearranges the pixels in ve tor s. Noti e that T is also
a random variable.
In ontrast to (1), both the sprite mask and the
sprite appearan e map are transformed before being
omposed with the ba kground:

\" indi ates element-wise produ t, and
 =1
m

Tm

m

  b + noise:
x = Tm  Ts + Tm

is the inverse mask. The rst term in (1) erases sprite
pixels that are transparent and the se ond term erases
ba kground pixels that are o luded by the sprite. The
third term a ounts for sensor noise, et ..
In fa t, we allow the mask values to be real numbers
in [0; 1℄, to a ount for semi-transparent \obje ts",
su h as windows and shadows.
We now extend this model to allow the sprite to undergo simple geometri transformations (translation,
rotation, et .) so that it an appear with di erent geometry in di erent frames of the video sequen e. Following previous work by Frey and Joji [6℄, the transformations are represented by a dis rete set of possible transformations. For example, single-pixel translations in an M  N image (with wrap-around) are
represented using M N possible shifts.
You may be on erned that dis retizing the transformations will lead to slow algorithms. We hope you
will be somewhat reassured by the fa t that our urrent MATLAB implementation an pro ess 320  240
images at 1 frame/se ond.
T is a transformation operator from the dis rete
set of transformation operators. For translations in
an M  N image, T an take on M N values. The
transformed version of s is written

(4)

Fig. 2 illustrates this omposition, using sprites that
were learned in an unsupervised fashion, as des ribed
in S n. 5.
We assume the transformation preserves the number of pixels, i.e., Ts is the same size as s. To allow
the sprite to overlap with the boundary of the input
image without wrapping around to the other side, we
introdu e a \window layer", as des ribed in S n. 7.2.
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Layers of Sprites

Multiple, o luding obje ts are modeled using layers of sprites. The layers are ombined using the sprite
masks, in a similar fashion as des ribed above.
Layers are indexed by ` = 1; : : : ; L, with layer L
being the layer that is losest to the amera and layer
1 being the ba kground layer. s` and m` are the sprite
appearan e map and sprite mask at layer `. T` is the
transformation at layer `.
Extending (4) by re ursively repla ing the ba kground b with the output of the previous layer, we

Ts:
So, T an be thought of as a permutation matrix that
2
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where  and  are ve tors ontaining the mean appearan e map and mean mask for obje t , and 
and
are ve tors ontaining the pixel varian es in
the appearan e map and mask for obje t .
Assuming the sprite lass, sprite transformation,
sprite appearan e map and sprite mask at layer ` are
hosen independently of the sprites in other layers, the
joint distribution is



(5)

Fig. 3 illustrates this expression for two moving layers
of sprites. These sprites were learned in an unsupervised fashion, as des ribed in S n. 5.
The re ursive expression in (5) an be written more
on isely by multiplying out the terms (e.g., expressing the omposition in Fig. 3 as a sum of 3 groups of
produ ts):

 T` m`  T` s`

:
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;
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So that the appearan e of ea h sprite may vary from
frame to frame, we use a probabilisti representation
alled a \ exible sprite". A exible sprite may have
di erent instantiations from frame to frame, but all of
these instantiations are typi al under the probability
model that de nes the exible sprite.
To allow for multiple obje ts, we use a mixture of
Gaussians for the prior. The prior distribution over
the appearan e and mask for sprite lass is

!

ers of translated sprite appearan e maps using translated
sprite masks, as given by (5).

L  Y
L
X

 T` m`  T` s`

distribution.

Figure 3: An image is formed by omposing multiple lay-
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where  is the prior probability p( ) of sprite lass ,
and T is the prior probability of transformation T.
The T 's may be learned, but we x them to uniform
values.

The observed image an be onstru ted by adding together the sprites in all layers, masking ea h sprite
by the produ t of the inverse masks for the sprites in
later layers. For notational simpli ity, we assume the
ba kground is modeled in layer 1.
Assuming the sensor noise is zero-mean Gaussian,
the observation likelihood for the sprite appearan es,
sprite masks, and sprite transformations, fs` ; m` ; T` g

5

Inferen e and Learning

Given the number of sprites C , the number of layers L, and the video sequen e x(1) : : : x(N ) , probabilisti inferen e and learning are used to ompute a single set of model parameters that represent the entire
3

5.1 Probabilisti inferen e (the E-Step)

video sequen e. These parameters in lude the prior
probabilities of the sprite lasses, 1 : : : C ; the means
and varian es of the sprite appearan e maps, 1 : : : C
and 1 : : : C ; the means and varian es of the sprite
masks,  1 : : : C and 1 : : : C ; and the observation
noise varian es .

For a given input image, the exa t posterior is given
by Bayes rule:

f `;T` ; s`; m`gjx)
p(x; f ` ; T` ; s` ; m`g)
;
= PR
p(x; f ` ; T` ; s` ; m` g)

p(

These parameters are initialized using the means
and varian es of the pixels in the video sequen e.
Then, a generalized expe tation maximization algorithm is used to learn the exible sprite models, so
that the video sequen e has high marginal probability
under the model.

R

P

where the sum
and integral
are over
all unobserved dis rete and ontinuous variables,
1 ; T 1 ; s 1 ; m1 ; : : : ; L ; T L ; s L ; mL .
Computing and storing this distribution is intra table. For ea h layer, there are CJ dis rete ongurations orresponding to ombinations of the C
sprite lasses and the J transformations. The total
number of dis rete on gurations is (CJ )L . Later in
this paper, we report results for an experiment where
C = 3, J = 76; 800 and L = 3, giving a total of over
10; 000; 000; 000; 000; 000 dis rete on gurations.
Even if the number of dis rete on gurations were
tra table, for ea h dis rete on guration, the distribution over the ontinuous variables (appearan es and
masks) is intra table. Although the ontinuous variables are Gaussian a priori, the observations are given
by produ ts of these variables. So, the posterior over
the appearan es and masks is not Gaussian and does
not have a tra table losed form.
Sin e the exa t posterior is not tra table, we ompute a fa torized approximation:

In the E-Step, the model parameters are assumed
to be orre t, and for ea h input image, probabilisti inferen e is used to ll in the values of the unobserved variables { the sprite lass, sprite transformation, sprite appearan e and sprite mask at ea h layer.
In the M-Step, the model parameters are adjusted to
in rease the joint probability of the observations and
the lled in unobserved variables. These two steps are
repeated until onvergen e.
In fa t, for ea h input image, the E-step lls in the
unobserved variables with a distribution over plausible
on gurations (the posterior distribution), not just individual on gurations. This is an important aspe t of
the EM algorithm. Initially, the parameters are a very
poor representation of the data. So, any single onguration of the unobserved variables (e.g., the most
probable on guration under the posterior) will very
likely be the wrong on guration.

f `; T` ; s` ; m`gjx) 

p(

The exa t EM algorithm [7℄ uses the exa t posterior in the E-Step and maximizes the joint probability with respe t to the model parameters in the MStep. The exa t EM algorithm onsistently in reases
the marginal probability of the data, performing maximum likelihood estimation.

L
Y
`=1

q ( ` ; T` )q (s` )q (m` ):

Ea h of these q -distributions is an approximation to
the orresponding marginal of the exa t posterior distribution. For example, q ( ` ; T` )  p( ` ; T` jx).
To ompute a good fa torized approximation to
the posterior, we parameterize ea h q -distribution
and then jointly optimize the parameters of the q distributions to maximize the negative relative entropy (Kullba k-Leibler divergen e) between the two
distributions:

Sometimes, the joint probability annot be dire tly
maximized. The \GEM" algorithm [7℄ uses the exa t posterior in the E-Step, but just partially maximizes the joint probability in the M-Step, e.g., using a nonlinear optimizer. The GEM algorithm also
onsistently in reases the marginal probability of the
data.

XZ Q

D

=


p(f ` ; T` ; s` ; m`gjx)
` q ( ` ; T` )q (s` )q (m` ) ln Q q ( ` ; T` )q (s` )q (m` ) :
`
This type of inferen e is alled \variational inferen e"
[9℄ and the parameters of the q -distributions are alled
\variational parameters".
q ( ` ; T` ) is a dis rete distribution, with one variational parameter for ea h on guration of ` and T` .
So, for C lasses, J transformations, and L layers, the

More generally, not only is an exa t M-Step not
possible, but omputing the exa t posterior is intra table. The generalized EM algorithm [8℄ permits
the use of an approximation to the exa t posterior in
the E-step, and a partial optimization in the M-Step.
The generalized EM algorithm onsistently in reases
a lower bound on the marginal probability of the data.
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posterior is represented by LCJ probabilities, instead
of (CJ )L probabilities.
We use Gaussian approximations for q (s` ) and
q (m` ), with variational parameters for the means and
varian es.
In fa t, optimizing D dire tly is intra table, sin e
ln p(f ` ; T` ; s` ; m` gjx) does not have a simple form.
To simplify the expression, we add the marginal probability of the observation, ln p(x), to D, obtaining
F = D + ln p(x) =
XZ Q

p(x; f ` ; T` ; s` ; m` g)
` q ( ` ; T` )q (s` )q (m` ) ln Q q ( ` ; T` )q (s` )q (m` ) :
`
(11)
Sin e ln p(x) does not depend on the variational parameters, maximizing F produ es the same variational parameters as maximizing D. However, maximizing F is tra table. From (9), it is lear that
ln p(x; f ` ; T` ; s` ; m`g) simpli es to a sum of Mahalanobis distan es and F is given by expe tations of
these distan es under Gaussian
q -distributions. The
PR
part of F in the form
q ln(1=q ) is the total entropy of the q -distributions, whi h is easy to ompute
for dis rete distributions and Gaussian distributions.
So, omputing F redu es to simple algebra.
F is not quadrati in the variational parameters,
but is instead L-linear, for L layers. For example, with
a single foreground sprite and a single ba kground
sprite, F is bilinear in the variational parameters. A
nonlinear optimizer is used to maximize F with respe t to the variational parameters, and the resulting
q -distributions are used for learning (see below), obje t lassi ation, obje t tra king, video stabilization,
lling in o luded obje ts, and obje t removal.
The optimization of F makes use of onvolutions
and we use fast Fourier transforms for omputational
eÆ ien y. In fa t, for 3 layers and 3 sprites, our algorithm an pro ess one 320  240 frame per se ond.
On e inferen e is omplete, various useful tasks are
readily performed. For example, the obje t in layer k
is automati ally removed from an image by lassifying
and lo ating the obje ts in ea h layer using the modes
of q ( ` ; T` ), ` = 1; : : : ; L. Then, we use the modes of
q (s` ) and q (m` ) to re over the instantiated appearan e
maps and masks for ea h obje t in the urrent image.
Finally, we re onstru t the image, leaving layer k out
of the re onstru tion.

Sin e the negative relative entropy D from above is
always negative, from (11) we have
F

 ln p(x):

For ea h video frame x(n) , there is a bound, F (n) 
ln p(x(n) ). Summing these bounds over the video
frames gives a lower bound on the log-probability of
the entire video sequen e. So, maximizing the bound
for ea h frame with respe t to the frame's variational
parameters and maximizing the sum of bounds with
respe t to the model parameters maximizes a lower
bound on the likelihood of the video sequen e.
After the model parameters are initialized to the
means and varian es of the pixels in the video sequen e, a generalized E-Step and a generalized M-Step
are repeated until onvergen e:



Generalized E-Step: In rease F with respe t to
one set of variational parameters for ea h video
frame



Generalized M-Step: In rease
the model parameters

F

with respe t to

The experimental results reported in S n. 7 were
obtained using a MATLAB implementation of the general algorithm, with multiple layers of multiple exible
sprites. While it is quite straightforward to implement, the expressions ontain too mu h linear algebra
to in lude in this paper. So, we give the details of the
algorithm for a single exible sprite.
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Algorithm Details for One Flexible
Sprite

To larify the above explanation of inferen e and
learning, we now give details for a model with a single
sprite. To simplify the model, we assume the varian e
in the ba kground appearan e is zero, and that the
varian e in the sprite appearan e is zero. However,
varian e in the sprite mask is modeled, whi h allows
the sprite to hange shape from frame to frame.
The joint distribution over the observation x, sprite
mask m and transformation T is
p(x; m; T)=

N (x; TmT+Tm b; )N (m; ;

)T ;

where  is the appearan e map of the sprite.
We approximate p(m; Tjx) with

5.2 Learning using the generalized EM
algorithm

jx)  q(m)q(T) = N (m; ;  )T ;

p(m; T

The exa t posterior is intra table, so exa t EM and
GEM are intra table and we use generalized EM to
learn the model parameters from a video sequen e.

where and  are ve tors ontaining the mean and
varian e of the mask for the urrent frame, and T is
5

looks di erent from the ba kground under plausible
transformations.
Setting the derivative of F with respe t to  to zero
(and
in luding a Lagrange multiplier to ensure that
P

T T = 1), we obtain the E-Step updates for the
posterior probability of transformation T:
h1

T (x T  T T  b)2
T
ÆT exp
2
i
+ T  (T b)2 ;

the posterior probability of transformation T for the
urrent frame.
The variational bound is
XZ
p(x; m; T)
F =
q (m)q (T) ln
q (m)q (T)
T m
X
1
ln j j
=
T ln(T =T ) + ln j2e j
2
T

1X
T (x T  T T  b)2
T
2 T
+ T  (T


b)

2

P



where Æ is a s alar omputed to ensure that T T =
1. This update makes the posterior probability T
high for those transformations where the omposition
of the transformed sprite and ba kground mat h the
observed image. Note, however, that the last term penalizes transformations under whi h the transformed
sprite looks similar to the ba kground.
For ea h frame x(n) , these updates are iterated to
obtain the variational parameters  (n) ,  (n) and  (n) .


1 T
1
(
)2 +  ;
ln j2 j
2
2
where \j  j" is the produ t of the elements in a ve tor, \T " indi ates ve tor transpose, \ T " indi ates
element-wise inverse followed by ve tor transpose, and
\2 " indi ates element-wise squaring of a ve tor.

6.1 E-Step

6.2 M-Step

Setting the derivatives of F with respe t to and
 to zero, we obtain the E-Step updates for the mask
for the urrent frame:



and





1

1

+

X

T
X

+

T

T T

1

1

T T

1

1

 (T

 (T

b)2



Setting the derivative of F with respe t to the
model parameters to zero, we obtain the model parameter updates:

1 X (n)
 + ( (n) )2 ;
N
n
1 X (n)

;
N
n
X X
 1
(n)
(n) 2

T

+  (n)
n T
X X

(n)
(n)
T
 T 1x(n) ( (n)   (n)  (n) )  T 1b :
n T
 1
X X
(n)

T T( (n) +  (n) )
b
n T
X X

(n)
T T  (n)  T 1x(n) ( (n)   (n)  (n) )   :
n T
The mask varian e is set to the average of the inferred
mask varian e for ea h video frame, plus the deviation
of the inferred mask from the mask parameter. The
mask parameter is set to the average of the inferred
masks over the training set. The update for the appearan e map is made intuitive by onsidering how
it a umulates input from ea h video frame. In regions of the frame where the inferred mask is lose to
1 (so,  (n)  0) and there is little un ertainty in the
inferred mask ( (n)  0), the update a umulates the
observed image. For intermediate values of the mask,
a fra tion of the ba kground is subtra ted from the
observed image before it is a umulated.

1

b)  (x b)



;

where T 1 is the inverse transformation of T. The
update for sets the mean of the mask for the urrent
frame to a weighted ombination of  and the average
value of (T b)(x b) under the posterior. The rst
term keeps the urrent mask lose to its mean over
the training set,  , while the se ond term for es the
mask to be large in regions where the ba kground does
not mat h the observed image. Parts of the obje t
that deform quite a bit over the training data (su h
as swinging arms and legs) will lead to large values
of the model mask varian e in the orresponding
regions (see the des ription of the M-Step below). In
1
those regions,
is lose to zero, and the se ond
term dominates, i.e., the mask is allowed to adapt to
the urrent frame more losely. Fig. 1 shows how the
inferred sprite mask an be used for tra king.
The update for  sets the varian e of the mask
for the urrent frame to be high in regions where the
transformed sprite appearan e map looks similar to
the ba kground (T  b) under all plausible transformations. The varian e of the mask is lowest in regions where the transformed sprite appearan e map
6

Figure 4: Three exible sprites were learned from the input video (top row of frames), and then probabilisti inferen e
was used to rerender the video frames, automati ally removing various sprites.

7

Experimental Results

Using the te hnique des ribed in the paper, it is
possible to analyze a video sequen e or even a olle tion of photographs and reate a sprite de omposition of the video automati ally. The appli ations that
ould bene t from su h a representation are numerous - from video oding and water-marking to video
surveillan e. However, urrently one of the most interesting appli ations is in low-end video/image manipulation tools. With the proliferation of digital media
among home users, su h tools are be oming highly
desirable, but unfortunately visual data, espe ially
video is urrently very diÆ ult to sear h, parse and
edit. With the representation our algorithm reates,
these and many other tasks are redu ed to a few a
mouse li ks. The exible sprites an be easily used
to reate video panoramas on dynami s enes; stabilize video with respe t to spe i obje ts, or even remove obje ts; apture quality stills from video, make
video-textures, use sprites in presentations or on home
pages, et .

7.1 Point-and- li k obje t removal and
video stabilization

Figure 5: The appearan e maps (left) and masks (right)

for the moving ba kground, moving obje t and stationary
window for the panorama.avi video.

Ea h sprite has its own motion, appearan e and
mask, whi h an be hanging over time. By inferring
the appropriate values for a given frame, the model
an re ompose video without one or more sprites
present in the original sequen e. The top row of frames
in Fig. 4 shows frames from an input video that was
used to learn the exible sprites shown in Fig. 3. Then,
the model was used to rerender the video, with various
sprites removed, as shown in the middle and bottom
rows of frames in Fig. 4. The full video sequen e is
available in the supplemental le (removal.avi).
Similarly, after inferring the transformations T` for
all sprites in a given frame, it is straightforward to
apply the inverse transformation and align with the
sprite of interest, thus stabilizing a spe i obje t instead of the ba kground (stabilization.avi). Sin e

learning is unsupervised, the user is only required to
point and li k on an obje t of interest.

7.2 Panorami sprites

Generating panoramas from stills or short video
shots has attra ted lots of attention in the omputer vision ommunity. While our model annot
urrently produ e the a urate disparity ne essary
for inferring geometry, it an properly infer exible
sprites from omplex dynami s, like the one shown
in panorama.avi. The sequen e ontains large foreground and ba kground motion, interla ing, and motion blur artifa ts that usually degrade opti al ow
approa hes. Further, the foreground obje t is moving
independently of the amera.
7

Figure 6: An input frame and the lled in panorama.
See panorama.avi.

Figure 7: Obje t-spe i

So that we ould \ ll in" the ba kground model, we
padded the borders of the original sequen e with zeros
and used a three-layer model where the front layer
a ts as a window that lets everything in the entral
region through. During learning, the algorithm uses
the portion of the ba kground that is inferred from
ea h frame to improve the estimate of the ba kground
\panorama".
Fig. 5 shows the exible sprites learned from
the video sequen e. The ba kground sprite is a
\panorama" that is larger than the input image.
panorama.avi shows that the algorithm an produ e a
video that is stabilized with respe t to the ba kground
or the foreground.
Fig. 6 shows the panorama that was lled in for one
frame of the video sequen e.

7.3 Obje t-spe i

sprites from video sequen es. On e learned, the exible sprite model an be used, e.g., for video summarization, point-and- li k video stabilization, and
point-and- li k obje t removal. Through the use of
fast Fourier transforms during variational inferen e,
our algorithm is fast, able to pro ess one 320  240
frame per se ond.
We believe that exible sprites will prove to be an
eÆ ient, powerful tool for image and video pro essing.
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